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Abstract 
 
Content Based Image Retrieval is one of the most promising method for image retrieval where searching and retrieving images 
from large scale image database is a critical task. In Content Based Image Retrieval many visual feature like color, shape, and 
texture are extracted in order to match query image with stored database images. Matching the query image with each image of 
large scale database results in large number of disc scans which in turns slows down the systems performance.  
The proposed work suggested an approach for post clustering Content Based Image Retrieval, in which the database images are 
clustered into optimized clusters for further retrieval process. Various clustering algorithms are implemented and results are 
compared. Among all, it is found that hybrid ACPSO algorithm performs better over basic algorithms like k-means, ACO, PSO 
etc. Hybrid ACPSO has the capability to produce good cluster initialization and form global clustering.  
This paper discusses work-in-progress where we have implemented till clustering module and intermediate results are produced. 
These resulted clusters will further be used for effective Content Based Image Retrieval.  
Keywords: Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR); Image Clustering; Ant Colony Optimization (ACO); Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO); 
Hybrid ACPSO. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) systems retrieve images similar to a user-defined specification or 
pattern (e.g., shape sketch, image example). Lots of attracting works has been done in database of art work which 
is grabbing the attention of users from the field of geography, medicine, architecture, advertising, design, fashion, 
and publishing [10]. The importance of Content Based Image Retrieval is act in a specific way by increasing the 
aim for retrieving images from abundentely large Database over the Internet. 
 
Data clustering is often took as a step for speeding up image retrieval and improving accuracy especially in large 
database. Clustering is a process of separating a dataset into groups in such a way that the object in one group is 
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more similar to those objects in the other group. A cluster is a collection of objects, which are similar in some pattern 
to each other and are dissimilar to the objects in other clusters. 
 
In CBIR, feature vector are extracted from images. Query feature vector are matches with the stored feature 
vector on one to one basis. This results in slow down the processing time. 
 
To improve the speed of executing and better result many researchers are paying attention to uses the clustering 
algorithm for CBIR.  
Clustering is a process of separating a dataset into groups in such a way that the object in one group is more similar 
to those objects in the other group [4].  
CBIR with the clustering algorithms gives the optimize result for image clustering. Images clusters are formed based 
on the features extracted from images such as color, shape and texture. 
 
 
x CBIR using colour features: In this techniques colors are extracted from the image. And extracted colours 
are considered as a feature vector. This color feature of images can be extracted in many ways like 
Histogram , Color moments , Color Correlogram , color coherence vector etc.[2] 

x CBIR using texture feature: In this techniques image texture are used as a feature vector. 

x CBIR using shape feature: In this techniques edges are used as a feature vector. Robert, Sobel, Prewitt, 
Kirsch, Robinson, Marr-Hildreth, LoG and Canny,this are diferent kind of Edge Detection techniques which 
are use for feature vector [2]. 
 
CBIR with clustering algorithm is proven to be a better option for getting the optimum results. Number of 
clustering algorithm is available. K-means is the basic clustering algorithm but in case k-means is very sensitive for 
initial clustering and sensitive to outliers and noise [4, 7]. Also to form the clusters, K-mean depends on initial 
condition, which causes the algorithm to give suboptimal solution. As compare to K-means Ant colony algorithm 
are more prominent for initializing the cluster. Due to the global optima nature of Particle swarm optimization 
algorithm give the optimum solution for clustering. These most prominent features of Ant colony algorithm and 
particle swarm optimization are used for clustering. 
 
This paper presents the Content based image retrieval using Ant colony and Particle swarm Optimization clustering 
algorithm. The proposed algorithms are hybridization of Ant Colony and Particle Swarm Algorithm for Optimization 
in Image Clustering. 
 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents proposed system for optimal data clustering. Section 3 
presents the experimental results and final conclusion is given in section 4. 
 
2. Proposed System 
 
Proposed work is based on combination of CBIR and Data Clustering techniques. This uses the CBIR technique and 
hybrid ACPSO algorithm for searching and fast retrieval of Images. 
 
In Proposed system, images are stored in database. Feature vector are generated from images based on shape and 
these feature vector are stored in the database. Using clustering algorithm images are grouped and clusters are formed. 
Input query image are passed as an input and depending on similarity it will assign to the cluster. 
 
Proposed system shown in Fig. 1 consists of the following step. 
 
Image Database- Image database collected from CORAL database [9]. Images are colour images and already pre-
processed. 
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Feature Extraction- In this system, shape features are considered. To extract the shape feature sobel edge detection 
method is used. Initially image gradient is calculated in X direction and Y direction and finally gradient magnitude 
is calculated using the formula shown below [2]. After obtaining the image gradient, gradient of an image are 
represented in the energy coefficient format by using transformation. And finally mean of an energy coefficient in 
obtained to form the feature vector. The reduced set of feature vector represents the image matrix. 
 
 
 
 
(1) 
 
 
Where, Gx is the image gradient in x direction whereas Gy is the gradient in y direction. G is the gradient magnitude 
of an image. 
 
Image Clustering- After obtaining the feature vectors, all feature vectors are stored in database. For grouping the 
image based on similarity ACPSO clustering algorithm is used. Ant colony algorithm is used to initialize the centroid 
of cluster. And PSO is used for optimum clustering. 
 
 
2.1  ACO Algorithm for initialization of centroid of cluster[1] 
 
The Features of Images are extracted through CBIR and dataset is given as input to the ACO algorithm the data 
items are randomly scattered into a two-dimensional grid. 
 
Initially, all the Data items which are extracted through the edge detection technique are distributed over the 2D space 
in a grid, Each ant move randomly around the grid with picking and dropping the Data items. The decision is random to 
pick up or drop an item but is influenced by the data items in the ant‟s immediate neighborhood. The probability of 
dropping an item is increased if ants are surrounded with similar data in the neighborhood. In contrast, the probability of 
picking an item is increased if a data item is surrounded by dissimilar data, or when there is no data in its neighborhood 
[3]. to obtain the centroid of the cluster, ant are randomly placed. Multiobjective function is used to obtain the cost. The 
Multiobjective function is given below [1]. In next iteration ant position get reform. 
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Based on the calculation, every ants position are simplified for every repetition which will give a new result until it 
reaches n repetition. The final iteration gives the centroid set which is given for the PSO algorithm. 
 
2.2. PSO Algorithm for  Optimal Clustering 
 
 
The initial set of centroids obtained from ACO algorithm is then passes to the particle solution in PSO algorithm 
[5, 6, 8]. The „p‟ solution which is good in terms of cost estimation is given as a first population of particles for PSO 
clustering. Here, each solution (particles) is a centroid set of the input data. So, the population scope of the PSO 
clustering is p X (k*d) matrix and the velocity cost of each particle is initialized to zero. Then, for each outcome, 
fitness is computed based on multi objective functions i.e. the objective of minimization or maximization for correct 
clustering [1]. 
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2.3. Performance Measures: 
 
The accuracy of the various clustering algorithms for proposed work is obtained by using F-Measure. 
 
F-Measure: The precision and recall this combination is use to measures the accuracy of similar data objects in a 
given cluster and all objects of that class. The F-measure [1] of cluster i with respect to class j is 
 
F(i,j) = (2 × precision(i, j) × recall(i, j))/(precision(i, j) + recall(i, j)) (3) 
 
 
 
 
The overall F-measure is calculated as: 
 
 
 
 
(4) 
 
Where the maximum is taken over all clusters i at all levels, mj is the number of objects in class j, and m is the total 
number of objects. F-measure (FM) [1] is a measure of the quality of a solution given the true clustering. For F-
measure, the optimum score is 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed ACPSO algorithm for post clustering of CBIR. 
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3. Experimental Results and Discussion 
 
Platform - The proposed CBIR with ACPSO clustering is implemented with a system of having i3 
processor and main memory of 2 GB RAM using MATLAB (R2012b). 
 
Test Bed- The Image dataset collected from CORAL database [9]. The test results are generated on 100 images. 
In test bed images are considered. Sample test images are shown in fig.2. The test database consists of variable 
images of flower, butterfly and Nature. 
 
3.1 Results 
 
The CBIR with ACPSO clustering algorithm is implemented. The objective functions are applied for cluster 
optimization. The combination of CBIR and hybrid ACPSO gives the best result for the image Retrieval from large 
database.  
For proposed system’s performance is evaluated using k-mean, ACO, PSO and ACPSO algorithm. The numbers 
of iteration considered are 100. Results are obtained for cluster size 4. K-means algorithm results in accuracy of 
0.91. ACO and PSO algorithms results in accuracy of o.88 and 0.96 respectively. The hybrid ACPSO algorithm, 
results in improved accuracy of 0.98. 
 
For proposed CBIR method using ACPSO algorithm, the performance is checked by using a single objective 
function and multiple objective functions. The F-measure values are as shown in Table I. shows the accuracy of 
algorithm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Sample Dataset 
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Table 1. Result of Data Clustering Algorithm. 
 
Clustering algorithm analysis  
Sr. No. Clustering Algorithm Number of Iterations  Accuracy of  No. of Clusters Algorithm       
      
 
1 K-means 100  4 0.91 
 
       
2 ACO 100  4 0.88 
 
       
3 PSO 100  4 0.96 
 
       
4 ACPSO 100  4 0.98 
 
      
 
 
 
The graphical representation of accuracy obtained by various algorithms is as shown in Fig 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3. Analysis of clustering algorithm in terms of Accuracy 
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
This paper presents the hybrid swam intelligence method for post clustering content based image retrieval system. 
To obtain the optimized clusters, the hybrid Ant Colony Optimization and Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm 
is applied. 
 
In proposed system, shape feature are extracted from images and feature vector are formed using the energy 
coefficient of edge images. Hybrid Ant Colony and Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is used to cluster the 
similar images. 
 
For feature extraction, the minimum distance between features of same image class is obtained. However the 
distance is maximum for images of different classes. This approach of feature extraction has improved the 
performance. Also, all irrelevant and redundant features are dropped by ant colony optimization and Particle swarm 
optimization which selects the most relevant features among complete feature set 
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The accuracy of proposed system is obtained for k-means, Ant colony optimization (ACO), Particle swarm 
optimization (PSO) and finally hybrid form of ant colony optimization and particle swam optimization algorithm 
(ACPSO). 
 
From the experimental results, it is observed that ACPSO works better as compare to the other algorithm. ACPSO 
gives maximum score (accuracy) as 0.98 as compared to K-means and ACO. 
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